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2 formula. In this article we cast David's \trick" in a general form and describe some of its uses.
Theorem. Suppose Lemma 1 (Distributivity for R s ). Suppose The argument of the proof of Lemma 3 can also be applied to prove the distributivity of P, observing that when building sequences of conditions hp i j i < i, limit to meet an hL A]; Ai-de nable sequence of dense classes, one has that p codes H ( ) of height , where L +1 A \ ; p ] j = p is not a cardinal. Thus there is no additional instance of clause (b) to verify beyond those considered in the proof of Lemma 3.
Thus P is tame and co nality-preserving. The nal statement of the Theorem also follows, using Remark (2) immediately after the statement of the Theorem. 2 -singleton R, 0 < L R < L 0 # . This is accomplished as follows: assume that one has an index for a 1 (L) classi cation ( 1 n ) 7 ! r( 1 n ) that produces r( 1 n ) 2 2 <! for each 1 < < n in ORD such that R = fr(i 1 i n ) j i 1 < < i n in I = Silver indiscernibles g. For each r 2 2 <! there is a forcing Q(r) for \killing" all ( 1 n ) such that r( 1 n ) is incompatible with r. No (i 1 i n ) from I n can be killed. Now build R such that r R i R codes a Q(r)-generic. Then R is the unique real with this property. David's trick is used to strengthen this to a De ne n( ) = 0 if otC is L-regular and otherwise n( ) = n(otC ) + 1.
Then for some n, f j n( ) = ng is stationary in M. And for each n, there is a tame forcing extension of M in which f j n( ) ng is non-stationary, and is in fact disjoint from the class of limit cardinals. David's trick is used to strengthen the latter into a 1 3 property.
